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DICKENS' LETTERS FROM AMERICA IN 1842
MAY 17, 1976

GEORGE H. FORD

One hundred and thirty-two years ago,
on January 22, 1842, there arrived in Boston
harbor a steamship which had completed an l8-day
voyage from Liverpool. Among the passengers was
a young Englishman, not yet 30 years old, named
Charles Dickens, who was making his first visit
to the New World. America was a country he was
keenly anxious to see, and Americans were a people
keenly anxious to see him.
This was evident as
the ship approached the dock and eleven newspaper
reporters leapt aboard to shake his hand and ask
him questions.
From that moment until his departure almost five months later, this young man was
accorded the most triumphant reception ever before
staged for a foreign visitor. As the newspapers
often remarked, only the reception of General
Lafayette in 1824 came remotely close to it.
Nine days after his arrival here Dickens wrote
home to a friend describing this reception:
"I can give you no conception of
my welcome here. There never was
a King or Emperor upon the Earth,
so cheered and followed by crowds,
and entertained in Public at splendid balls and dinners, and waited
on by public bodies and de putations
of all kinds.
I have had one from
the Far West:
a journey of 2,000
miles!
If I go out in a carriage,
the crowd surround it and escort
me home.
If I go to the Threatre,
the whol e house (crowded to the roof)
rises as one man, and the timbers
ring again. You cannot imagine what
it is.
I have 5 Great Public Dinners
on hand at this moment, and Invitations from every town, and village,
and city, in the States."
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In New York City, some few days later, a "Boz Ball "
wa s held in his honour, attended by 3,000 persons
in evening dress, and two days afterwards, a Boz
banquet was celebrated . The lavish scale of this
banquet may be indicated by the opening course,
which featured the serving of 50,000 fresh oysters .
Later in such cities as Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
and St. Louis, the young novelist was to meet and
shake hands with thousands of well-wishers.
How is it that such a young man could
have achieved such notoriety? At this point, in
1842, he was the author of five full-length novels
and a book of sketches. We should perhaps be reminded that most novelists begin their careers
relatively late in life; Dickens was very much
the exception . He was only 24 when Pickwick
Pa~ers was published, and he had followed up
th1S early success with an extraordinary outburst
of productivity that had gained him a vast reading
publ ic on both sides of the Atlantic. American
Notes of l842, published after his visit of
Amer ica, was said to have sold 100,000 copies
in this country within a month of publication
(and I should mention, in passing, that Dickens
himself got not a penny in payment for those
100,000 copies). But sales figures do not tell
the real story. What is hard to reconstruct is
how deeply involved the early reading public was
with these novels. Other authors might be as
amus ing or as entertaining as Dickens, but somehow he had contrived to engage the very hearts
of his readers, in America as well as in England,
in a way that no other author that I know of
had ever succeeded in doing so compellingly.
Given this special sort of reputation, we can
see why Americans were waiting for this young
writer with open arms.
Dickens, for his part too, arrived in
Amer ica with open arms -- a point I'd like to
come back to later.
I should explain first the
circumstances of his making this visit. Late in
1841, after his prodigious output of books, his
publishers proposed that he take a rest from
writ ing and accept a salary for a p e ri o d of recu-
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peration, the salary b eing a k ind of advance
royalty on future publications.
In response to
urgent invitations from American admirers, such
as Washi ngton Irvinq, Dic kens decided to occupy
this welcome period of respite by ' travelling in
America (accompanied by his wife but not his
children). The experience, he hoped, would be
a memorable one and might provide materials for
a travel book at a later date. He did not come
here to lecture or, as he was to do 25 years
later, to give paid public readings.
He spoke
at only four banquets, but such performances, of
course, were not for pay.
In l842 he came here
simply to see and to be seen.
Before getting at my main topic -- his
report on his experiences -- I'd also like to
sketch in the t e rritory he covered during his
five months' visit. Dickens himself said later
that he had covered some 10 , 000 miles of American
territory, a pardonable exaggeration perhaps,
but he certainly did extensive travelling in this
country. His 1842 itinerary took in four regions :
the Eastern seaboard, the slave states in the south,
the west , and the north.
His six weeks in the vicinity of Boston,
Hartford, New York and Philadelphia were the happiest and most comfortable weeks of his trip.
It
was here that he struck up his closest and most
enduring friendships, the closest of which (oddly
enough) were with two professors from Harvard :
C . C. Felton, a distinguished Professor of Greek
(who later became President of Harvard) and the
poet, Henry W. Longfellow, Professor of Modern Languages.
These seaboard cities were followed by a visit
to Washington, where Dickens had an interview
with President Tyler , and a short trip into the
slave states ending at Richmond, Virginia. He
had planned to see more of the South, but even
in March the climate seemed too hot for him,
and at any season, the South seemed too illiberal
fo r him. He, therefore, headed back to Baltimore
and set out, in early April, for his long and
adventurous trip to what was then called the Far
West. Most of his travelling heretofore had been
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b y railway or ferry boats, but on this long western
trip he experienced a variety of modes of travel.
From Harrisburg to Pittsburgh he crossed the
Alleghenies in a canal-boat, a five-day trip of
which he later left vivid descriptions. From
Pittsburgh he took an Ohio river steamboat to
St. Louis, stopping ' off at Cincinnati for a visit,
(and also, briefly, at Louisville) and then up
the Mississippi River to St. Louis where he visited
a prairie at sunset. The return trip took him
back by riverboats to Cincinnati , and then by
carriage north to Lake Erie. Part of the Ohio
journey was over corduroy roads, after he had
left Columbus, roads that he found made for hairraising discomforts. A Lake Erie steamer from
Sandusky took him via Cleveland to Buffalo, and
he then settled down for a rest at Niagara Falls
on the Canadian side. He spent early May in
Canada visiting Toronto (where he complained
of the "rabid Tories"), Kingston, Montreal and
Quebec City. From Montreal he travelled by rail
and Lake Champlain steamer back to New York City,
with stop-overs in the Hudson Valley and a visit
to the Shaker Colony at Lebanon -- a dismally
glum establishment in his eyes. On June 7,
he sailed from New York for Liverpool.
During these travels, Dickens visited
a variety of places and exposed himself to a variety
of sights. At Lowell, Massachusetts, he spent
a day at a factory and was much impressed; at
Richmond, Virginia, he spent a day on a slave
plantation and was much depressed. He visited
universities such as Yale and Harvard, orphanages,
asylums, some New York City slums (under police
escort), meetings of state legislatures and of
Congress, and always, in every city on his list,
he visited the local prison. One finds him in
his letters r~Pdrting there is "a good prison"
in Toronto a'n d " an admirable jail" in Kingston.
It may seem to us odd that a visitor to the Land
of the Free should be so preoccupied with prisons.
All that can be said is that it was a lifelong
preoccupation with this novelist, and besides,
he had heard reports that American prisons were
better than English prisons. By the end of his
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many inspection trips he decided that they were,
unfortunately, pretty much on a par . He also, of
course, saw a great deal of wilderness scenery in
the vast distances of the west.
-iiHow did all these sights and encounters
of his five month visit add up for Charles Dickens?
Did he approve of America or was he a hostile critic
of the young Republic?
The answer to this question depends on
which of his reports you cite for your evidence.
For Dickens' response to America is available in
three different versions . The first consists of
the letters he wrote home to friends and family
reporting on his adventures shortly after experiencing them.
The second was his published travel
book, called American Notes, which appeared in
1842 a few months after his return to England.
Th e third was his novel, Martin Chuzzlewit,
published in 1843-44, in which part of the story
is set in the united States and where once again
Dickens draws on the experience of his American
tour.
Now if we read only the third version,
his novel, we g e t a clear answer to our question
about Dickens' attitudes, but it is a misleading
answer. His novel, Martin Chuzzlewit, is one of
the most savage satires ever published about America.
From the moment his two English characters land
in New York, where they are greeted by newsboys
selling copies of The New York Daily Sewer, to the
scenes where they end up in a land-swindling swamp
at Cairo, Illinois (called "Eden" in the novel),
the caricature of American crokedness, vulgarity,
and brag is simply relentless. Clearly, the man
who wrote Martin Chuzzlewit was anti-American.
Yet the tense of the verb makes this statement,
as I said, misleading. This novel was written
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seven months after Dickens' return to England,
months during which he had been subjected to abuse
by some of his former hosts, abuse that included
the publication of forged letters in the newspapers,
forgeries that alienated many of his friends in
America, and it was this abuse that fired the
fierce fury that actuates his picture of America
in his novel.
In his novel, America is indeed the
land of the Yahoos .
I suggest that it is a mistake to rely
on this novel for what we are after.
It's like
trying to talk with a husband in a divorce case
when the marr iage is one of those that has broken
up in scenes of hatred, scurrilous mutual recriminations, and loathing . Wha t sort of answer do
you get if you ask such a husband:
"Do you love
your wife?" In fact, you can scarcelyeven ask
him;
"Did you ever love your wife?" In that state
near paranoia, the husband cannot be expected to
recollect what the relationship had been like in
its earlier stages .
In Dickens' case we could look back to
his earlier report, the second report, his travel
book . Ame rican No tes is much more objective than
the novel in its appraisals of the American scene,
and this book is rarely offensive. Yet, American
Note s, like his novel, was written after his mind
was virtually made up.
Much the best place to look for his res p onse to America is in his letters. These letters
were unpublished, of course, during his lifetime,
and only gradually, over the years, have they been
coming to light.
In 1975 we at last have available
a large collection of all those letters that are
known to have survived. These have been published
by Clarendon Press, and they have been beautifully
edited. The volume is a treat to browse in.
And what is really fascinating, if we
read the whole sequence, is to watch what was the
true drama of Dickens' responses to America, from
the early honeymoon stage to the seemingly final
break-up of the marriage in the Yahoo satire of
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Martin Chuzzlewit.
I hope that you will not be put off by my
analogies to a domestic relationship, but I think
it serves to provide us with a pattern of what
happened, and it may serve to correct the false
impressions that can be generated by his novel,
Martin Chuzzlewitt .
The early stages involved a courtship,
marriage, and a honeymoon -- the conventional pattern.
And the later stages of disappointment, disillusionment, disagreement, and finally a total rupture
could also be described as a conventional pattern
-- if one is a cynic about matrimony.
This is what happened to Dickens during
his American visit. When he arrived in Boston,
in January, ' 1842, he was an ardent pro-American,
full of Great Expectations concerning what he was
about to see. Politically he is always hard to
categorize, but at this youthful stage he could
be described as a Liberal-Radical, impatient with
the whole English Establishment of aristocratic
privilege.
In his letters he speaks of what he
called " the wrong-headed Toryism" of George the
Third, and the obstinancy of that "swine-headed
annointed of the Lo rd." He was determined that
when he came to write about America, he would not
fall into the errors of earlier English visitors
such as Mrs . Trollope or Harriet Martineau, who
(he felt) had not appreciated adequately the
good fortunes that Americans had in living in a
"king less country freed from the shackles of class
rUle." Dickens was himself a self-made man, and
proud of it, and hence, he was disposed to be all
in favor of a country in which the self-made man
was seemingly the measure of human achievements.
And before coming here, he had asserted a laudable
principle that even if something in America did not
suit him, he was resolved not to fall into the error
of complaining about that something, as many
earlier visitors had done. As he wrote in advance
of his visit:
In going to a New World one must
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utterly forget, and put out of
sight the Old One and bring none
o! its customs or observations
intb comparison.
Given Dickens' youthful predelictions for a futureoriented progressive society, there seemed little
danger of his making such a mistake. As the New
York Herald said of him, ten days after his arrival:
"Dickens' mind is American, his soul is
republican, his heart is democratic" (republican
and democratic here being spelled with lower case
rand d) .
And so the honeymoon was on. Dickens'
early letters bubble with enthusiasm about the
American scene. He was impressed by the good
manners of everyone. Americans, he wrote, are
"delicate . . . considerate. "" .and careful of giving
the least offense • • • I like ' their behavior to
Ladies infinitely better than that of my own
countrymen; and' their Institutions I reverence,
love, and honor."
On February 4th, he writes again in this
vein, praising the American educational system by
which illiteracy had been eliminated, noting the
total absence of beggars in the streets of Boston,
and admiring ,t he good manners of theatre audiences.
Most strikingly he reports on democratic prosperity.
"There is no man in this town [Boston], or in the
State of New England" he writes "who has not a
blazing fire and a meat dinner every day of his
life." Dickens at this stage was discovering that
Crevecoeur 's glowing accounts of the young Republic
in his Letters from an American Farmer were accurate
accounts. Crevecoeur had written:
"We have no
princes, for whom we toil, starve and bleed. We
are the most perfect society now existing in the
world. Here man is free as he ought to be free."
And in this same letter Dickens announces that he
now knows what his projected book about America
w~uld be about.
Clearly, at this stage, the book
m1ght have been entitled:
"Travels in Utopia
or Near Utopia," a very different book from the
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ones he would actually write at a later date,
which might have been entitled "T ravels in Dante 's
Inferno."
About the early Utop ian stage I should
have mentioned that Dickens ' enthusiasm for things
American was further heightened by his encountering
mint juleps and sherry cobblers, two American inventions in the drink-line that he responded to
with exuberant delight.
But as time passed, even
mint juleps and sherry cobblers could not conceal
the fact that the honeymoon was over and the disillusionment was marring what had seemed a perfect
marriage. By March 22nd, 1842, two months after
his arrival, his disappointment was expressed in a
letter to his friend Macready , the actor:
"This is not the Repub lic I came
to see. This is not the Republic
of my imagination.
I infinitely
prefer a liberal Monarchy -- even
with its sickening accompaniments
of Court Circulars, and Kings of
Prussia -- to such a Government as
this.
In every respect but that
of National Education , the Country
disappoints me . The more I think
of its youth and strength, the
poorer and more trifling in a
thousand respects, it appears in my
eyes.
In everything of which it
has made a boast -- excepting its
education of the people, and its
care for poor children -- it sinks
immeasurably below the level I had
placed it upon. And Eng land, even
England , bad and faulty as the old
land is, and miserable as millions
of her people are, rises in the
comparison. Strike down the established church, and I would take
her to my heart for better or
worse, and reject this new love without a pang or moment's hesitation."
And a week later Dickens writes again to
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Macready to explain his changed opinions:
"I have not changed -- I cannot
change, my dear Macready -- my
secret opinion of this country;
its follies, vices , grievous disappointments .
I believe the
heaviest blow ever dealt at
Liberty's Head, will be dealt
by this nation in the ultimate
failure of its example to the
Earth. See what is passing now
-- Look at the exhausted Treasury;
the paralyzed government the unworthy representatives of a free
people; the desperate contests
between the North and the South;
the iron curb and brazen muzzle
fastened upon every man who speaks
his mind, even in that Republican
Hall, to which Republican men are
sent by a Republican people to
speak Republican Truths -- the
stabbings, and shootings, and
coarse and brutal threatenings
exchanged between Senators under
the very Senate's roof -- the
intrusion of the most pitiful,
mean, malicious, creeping, crawling sneaking party spirit, into
all transactions of life -- even
into the appointments of physicians
to pauper madhouses -- the silly,
drivelling, slanderous, wicked,
monstrous Party Press."
This letter, written on the eve before his trip to
the far West, is still full of praise for many
aspects of the American scene, but it is evident
that in other ways America already had not measured
up to his expectations. His letter to Macready
concluded with his own explanation:
"I am a
Lover of Freedom, disappointed. That's all."
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-iiiWho or what was responsible for this
change of attitude? Strictly speaking, the first
occasion for discord originated with Dickens
himself, although unwittingly. On February 1st
he was asked to be the star speaker at a banquet
in Boston. -Dickens was a master of after-dinner
oratory, and he put on a stunning performance
in a speech that was animated by his enthusiams
and affection for America. The one flaw in this
performance, from the point of view of some segments of his audience, was that he ventured to
devote part of his speech to a very touchy topic
-- the question of International Copyright.
Using reasonable and persuasive arguments,
Dickens recommended that his listeners should
urge upon Congress the need for establishing
an International agreement to protect writers
from having their works pirated on either side
of the Atlantic.
In general it is a nice point whether
a foreign visitor is entitled to make critical
suggestions about the country of his hosts -the performance today of the Russian exile,
Solznitzen, is a case of this sort. As for
Dickens in particular, however, it should be
noted that he was raising an issue of international concern, and one that involved a most
clear-cut and glaring issue of right and wrong,
an issue about which he felt he was surely entitled to speak. And he knew that his stand
had the warm support of all authors in America
as well as in F.ngland, for American authors
suffered even more than English authors under
the crazy situation. When American publishers
and newspapers could republish the works of
Scott or Carlyle or Dickens without having to
pay for them, why would they be interested in
publishing a novel by Melville, let us say,
or Hawthorne, for which they would have to pay
royalties?
Dickens, as I said, had some considerable
support for his proposal, but what he had not
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reckoned on was the strength of opposition led by
the pirate-publishers and their lobby in congress.
Afte r his first speech he was ominously advised, in
some newspapers, to shut up. He refused to shut
up, and the newspap~rs, sever~l of them, set out
to attack him viciously.
In mid-February, he read
a batch of these attacks, and was appalled by what
he called "this unmanly and' ungenerous treatment."
I have never in my life been ' so shocked and d isgusted, or made so sick and sore at heart, as I
have been here . • • in ref erence to the International
Copyright Question."
Of course, these journalistic attacks
d i d not silence him, and his letters show his
continuing agitation for his proposed reform.
Yet his performance in this whole copyright issue
is like watching a bull-fight, in which Dickens,
like a maddened bull, again and again ' charges
his tormenters.
It is a sad spectacle of a fight
he was doomed to lose during his lifetime. International Copyright did not become law until 1891,
almost 50 years later, when , Dickens had been in his
grave for 21 years. _
What is important about this incident,
for our purposes, is its side effect on his view
of America. Oddly enough, he never referred to
it in his books on America. Martin Chuzzlewit
d oes not touch on it, and in American Notes there
is only half a sent~rice. But it was this encounter
with the American ~ress, the fourth estate in this
country as it h~s been called, that initiated the
change in Dickens' attitudi=s. ' ' He was continually
astonished that his American friends were so afraid
of the press that they dared not speak their minds.
By late Marbh he remarks in a letter:
"Freedom
of opinion! , I see [there] a press more mean and
paltry and silly an~ disgraceful than any country
ever knew."
The secon~ issue that contributed to the
d arkening of his utopian visions was, of course,
slavery . The letters tell us of his first encounters with slaves in Baltimore and later of
his visits to plantations, and his revulsion
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at the whole institution is obviously a visceral
one. Knowing that on this issue there was no
point in trying to argue with slave-owners,
he tried to avoid discussing a topic that made
him physically sick (although the slave-owners
always pestered him to state his opinions). He
saved up his thoughts on the subject until he
was back in Eng land, and, in his American Notes,
he includes a twenty page chapter excoriating the
tyranny of the South in a manner that delighted
his abolitionist readers in New England.
In any event , his brief exposure to
the slave states in March contributed to his
darkening views about America in general. He had
had high hopes of what the capital of the Republic
would be like, but after a visit there he summed
up Wasington as the place were one encountered
"slavery, spittoons, and senators."

-ivThe rest of his letters, telling of his
trip to the west and north are less concerned with
these big issues. They are the reports of a sharpeyed observer of the American frontier, reports
that are sometimes irritated but more often amused,
and, at their best, amusing and interesting for
us to read today. Like any of us when we travel,
Dickens was frequently obsessed with little things
that were different in America. He remarks many
times on the lack of bedcurtains in American hotel
bedrooms.
In reality he didn't care about bedcurtains himself, but he felt somehow that a
hotel bedroom was improperly equipped if bedcurtains were absent.
He also bewailed the lack
of port wine, and when he crossed the border into
Canada, he rejoiced in returning to a land where
port is served. He had a curious obsession with
our eating utensils, in particular what he called
our "two pronged forks." This implement, made
of steel with a stag-horn handle, somehow bothered
Dickens at every meal . In his later novel, David
Copperfield, Dickens has David reflect that
"tr ifles make the sum of life," and David is of
course right. Two pronged forks are one of those
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trifles that loom large in the impressions of a
traveller. Perhaps they were a kind of symbol
for Dickens of other more serious drawbacks to
meals in the American west. On the canal boats
and steamers and in hotels, he was astonished
to watch the early American habit of devouring
table-loads of food, at a fantastic rate of speed,
and in total silence. To Dickens, for whom a
joyful feast (at Christmas or anytime) is a crucial
manifestation of our humanity, the glumness of
American meal- times was profoundly depressing.
Watching his fellow-passengers on an Ohio-River
steamboat bolting a meal in IIgl oomy silence,lI he
remarks in a letter that IIUndertakers on duty
would be sprightly beside them.1I Other travellers
substantiate his obse rvation in this matter. A
German traveller who had endured a meal served
in a hotel in Utica in 1825 comments:
IISince
the Americans are usually a reticent people, such
a meal passes very quickly and silently."
What progressively got on Dickens' nerves,
in the later stages of his travels, was that this
morose joylessness was to be encountered not only
at meal times but at all hours of the day.
I wonder
today whether we still impress foreigners as lacking
in a spirit of fun.
Perhaps it took Mark Twain
or even James Thurber to change our image, but,
speaking for myself, I do not recognize the Americans
of 1976 in Dickens' accounts of Americans in 1842.
In his letters one can watch his exasperation growi ng
to a breaking point.
In April, near the end of
his cross-country trek in Ohio, his irritation
culminates in an outburst against the phlegmatic
and joyless inhabitants of Sandusky:
Their demeanour in these country
parts in invariably morose, sullen,
clownish, and repulsive.
I should
think there is not, on the face
of the earth, a people so entirely
destitute of humour, vivacity, or
the capacity of enjoyment.
It is
most remarkable.
I am quite serious
when I say that I have not heard a
hearty laugh these six weeks, except
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my own; nor have I seen a' merry
face on any shoulders but a black
~an~s. , Lounging listlessly about;
~~l~ng ~n bar-rooms; smoking; spit~1ng; a~d lolling on the pavement
1n rock1ng-chairs, outside the
shop ~oors~ are the only recreations.
I don t th1nk the national shrewdness extends beyond the Yankees.
that is, the Eastern men. The'
rest are heavy, dull, and ignorant.
Our landlord here is from the East .
He is a handsome, obliging, civil
fellow.
He comes into the room
with his hat on; spits on the
fireplace as he talks; sits down
on the sofa with his hat on; pulls
out his newspaper, and reads; but
to all this I am accustomed. He
is anxious to please -- and that
is enough .
The reference here to the landlord's spitting into the fireplace leads on to another of those
trifles about early life in America -- perhaps more
than a trifle -- that Dickens was constantly remarking upon with astonishment, as most visitors
to this country likewise remarked:
the habit of
tobacco-chewing and spitting. The stone floors
of hotel corridors, he noted, were "tessalated"
with "open -oysters," but what especially impressed him was the bad marksmanship of many
spitters who would miss a spittoon or a fireplace by as much as two yards and thereby change
the patterns of a living-room carpet.
In the
White House in Washington, he watched an especially striking display of bad marksmansh ip in
the carpeted waiting-room outside President
Tyler 's office. After describing some of the
persons wa iting to see the President he remarked of the othe'rs:
The rest balanced themselves , now
on one leg, and now on the other,
and chewed mighty quids of tobacco
-- such mighty quids, that they
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all looked as if their faces were
swolen with erisypelas. They all
constantly squirted forth upon the
carpet, a yellow saliva which
quite altered its pattern; and
even the few who did not indulge
in this recreation, expectorated
abundantly.
Indeed, one or the recurrent complaints
in Dickens ' letters is about the overall dirtiness
of America , not jus't tobacco stains, but filth.
This is another example of an observation that
strikes us oddly today. ' A typical complaint about
America in the 20th Century is just the opposite
-- that we are obsessed with cleanliness and
sanitation, especially our hygienic womenfolk.
But in the ~840's apparently, it was 'otherwise.
Dickens himself was an almost fanatically fastid ious man, and his experienc es on a canal boat
trying to wash his face in a tin cup of canalwater, and discover ing a comb to be shared by
all passengers, did not give him a good impression
of American facilities.
As a recorder of the American scene
Dickens used not only his eyes and his nose but
also his ears. As his novels show he had an extraordinary ear for variations of speech.
At the outset he was delighted with
American speech as he encountered it in New York
and Boston, but as he moved further afield, he
became more critical. The accent of ladies from
the Southern states, which he found charming at
first , began to grate on his ears because of its
affinities with Negro speech rhythms and intonations -- an observation that 'he wisely restricted
to his letters and never ' ventured to say in pub lic
or in print . And in the Wes t he was not happy
with what he called the "nasal drawl" e verywh ere
to be encountered.
This shift in his evaluation happily
d id not spoil Dickens ' capacity to enjoy i dios yncracies of the American's use of language;
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such distinctive expressions as "fixing" something or "fixings" for dinner intrigued him.
And he got special relish from the repeated use
of the phrase "Ye s, sir, " ~lhich he noted Americans
could adapt to "every variety of circumstance."
In one letter, written from Northern Ohio , he
sets down a dialogue that occurred between a
passenger in his stage-coach (while the coach
was stopping on a village street) and a man on
the street sitting in a rocking-chair.
Passenger:
(to the stout gentleman
in the rocking chafr) "I reckon that's Judge
Jefferson, ain't it?"
Stout gentleman:
(still swinging;
speaking very slowly; and without any emotion
whatever.):
"Yes , sir."
Passenger:

"Warm weather, Judge."

Stout gentleman:
Passenger:
last week."

"Yes, sir."

"There was a snap of cold,

Stout gentleman:

"Yes, SIR."

Passenger [ c h orus ] :

"Yes , SIR."

[a

pause]
Stout gengleman:
"The coach is rather
behind its time to-day, I guess."
Passenger:
"Yes, sir:

(Doubtingly)

"Yes , sir?"

Stout gentleman:
(looking at his watch)
nigh upon t wo hours."

Passenger:
(raising his eyebrows in
great surprise)
hYes, sir."
Stout gentleman:
up his watch), "YES, sir."

(de cisively, as he puts

All the other passengers inside the coach:
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(among themselves) "Yes, sir . "
There is another page of this, and
Dickens concludes his account by commenting:
"The conversational powers of the company having
b e e n by this time pretty heavily taxed, the passenge r opens the door and gets out; and all the
r est of the passengers alight also."
This kind of passage is largely fun
of course and not particularly critical, but b y
an d large these letters about his western experie nces display mounting feelings of irritat ion about the deficiencies of mid-western Americ a n s. Much of the trouble was owing simply to
h is becoming progressively exhausted by the
org anized lionizings to which he was subjected,
and the seemingly endless exchange of platitudes
occ u rring d uring these " levees " as they were
c alle d. His fellow-passengers on the Ohio Rive r
b oat impre ssed him as " so many intensified bores. "
Ev e n during his stay in Cincinnati , a city which
he particularly liked -- second only to Boston
in the whole country in his view -- Dickens, nevert heless, was ove rcome with ennui. On e Cincinnati
p ar t y, h e reports in a letter, had consisted of
" 150 first rate bores . " And later on he keeps
writing to friends concerning his fear that he
would return to England , himself a bore. By
mi d - April he was remarking on the we sterners'
"et e r n al prosy conversations about dollars and
politics (the only two subjects they ever conv erse about)."
Many other foreign visitors to 19th
century America corroborate Dickens' observation
about the dullness of conversation, but most of
t h e s e other visitors contended that it was only
the American male who was dull, and that American
women made up for the deficiency by their witty
an d animated talk. Although Dickens often had
the same experience, he also encounte red some
American women who were as boring as their men
-- but i n a different way. These were what he
c alls the " L.L. 's " -- that is the Literary Ladie s
who always wanted to plunge into earnest dis-
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cussions at all hours of day or night. He describes one of these bluestockings in a scene in
Martin Chuzzlewit. She is a beautiful young
American woman whose conversation was
"distinguished by a talent for
metaphysics, the laws of hydraulic pressures, and the rights
of human kind, [and she] had a
novel way of combining these acquirements and bringing them to
bear on any subject from Millinery
to the Millenium." And he adds,
she " usually reduced foreigners
to a state of temporary insanity
in five minutes."
In any event, one can see in these letters how
visiting lions get tired out by even the most
well-intentional host and hostess. There is a
very funny account of a conversation supposed
to have taken place between Dickens and a hostess
who wanted him to be her guest:
(it sounds
like something that might have happened to Dylan
Thomas a hundred years later):
"Mr. Dickens, will you dine with me?
-- I am sorry. I am engaged.
Will you sup with me?
I am engaged. -- Will you lunch with me?
-- I am engaged.
-- will you breakfast \'li th me? -- I am engaged.
Well, will you sleep with me?
THANK YOU, with the greatest pleasure;
nothing could gratify me more than
to accept an invitation to sleep."

-vIn his 2,000 mile trip through the west
Dickens was exposed not only to American men and
women but to the scenery of a vast wilderness,
and this exposure was not so much fatiguing as
depressing, and even, at times (it seems to me)
terrifying. While his river-boat steamed down
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the Ohio and day after day he watched the miles
of empty solitude only broken here and there
(as he says) "by the [wretched] log-houses where
the new settlers livg," he waS oppressed with a
sense of the desolation of pioneer life. ~l d
when they entered the muddy Mississippi, which
he called "the beastlie"st river in the world,"
he had a glimpse of the swampy settlement of
Cairo, Illinois, which he was to r "e member as some
sort of New World hell. Reading ' between the lines
of these letters about his western trip, I am
reminded of Marlow ' s trip' up the Congo' in Conrad's
story; there is a sense here of penetrating some
primeval Heart of Darkness.
By the time he reached St. Louis in midApril, Dickens' letters begin to display a marked
strain of homesickness, intensified, as we have
seen, by his super-saturation in the oily waters
of the reception-rooms making small talk with
strangers; by an increasing sense of disillusionment with various aspects of the American social
and political scene, and by the overpowering impression of the dimensions of an empty land. When
the St. Louis visit ended, he was understandably
glad to be heading homewards as he started his
trip back east. ' H~s rout~ this time included a
side-trip into Canada where he enjoyed a two week
visit in April. When he crossed the border at
Niagara Falls, an interesting and revealing circumstance is disclosed in his letters, a circumstance that he never confessed to in his published
writings.
He was overjoyed to be back ' on British
soil!
"You cannot conceive" he writes "with what
transports of joy I beheld an English sentinel.
I was taken dreadfully loyal after dinner, and
drank the Queen's health in a bumper -- in Port
too, . . . the first I had put to my lips since
leaving home. " After some four and a half months
in America, here was "the ardent young anti-Establishment
radical who had landed in Boston in January full
of.ze~t for the Amer~can experiment, now happily
drlnklng toasts to hlS Queen and obviously ready
t o wave union jacks.
'
A few weeks later he was to sail home
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from New York, and during the voyage he struck
up acquaintance with a crowd of steerage passengers
who were returning to England after having emigrated
to America and found the environment hostile.
"They had gone out to New York " (Dickens says)
" expecting to find its streets paved with gold~
and had found them paved with very hard and very
real stones." Me taphorically at least, Dickens'
experience in those five months resembled the experience of these returning immigrants.
A later English novelist, who has also
visited in America, has spoken well on this very
pOint.
In an interview in 1974, Anthony Burgess
commented on what he called the " dangerous " American myth that here in this country is to be found
a " new Eden."
"But things turn out to be just
the same in America as anywhere else" Burgess noted.
"S o there is this huge disappointment • • • All the
disappointments of history spring out of the
failure of the liberal idea to work." And hence,
as Burgess says, comes " rage and bitterness."
Something of this disillusioned "rage
and bitterness " underlies the two books about
America that Dickens wrote after his return home,
books that reflect the later stage of his attitudes rather than the attitudes he had held at
the time of his first arrival. Both books were
hence so critical that when they appeared in
Amer ica, "All Yankee-Doodle-dum " (as Carlyle
said in a picturesque phrase) "al l YankeeDoodle-dum blew up like one universal sodabottle." An d back in England, a witty versifier
addressed a plea to Dickens to be kinder to
his former American hosts:
"Did the harns of old Virginny find
no favour in thine eyes?
Came no soft compunction o'er thee
at the thought of pumpkin pies?
The poet's question was of course purely rhetorical,
for I know of no for e ign visitor who has ever been
wooed to kindness by our pumpkin pies. Dickens
certainly wasn't, and his two books about America ,
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like Mrs. Frances Trollope's book, remain as thorns
in America's side. Perhaps, however, it may be consolatory to think of these thorns as a kind of
ac upuncture, as ultimately therapeutic, that is,
for as Arthur Schlesinger Junior once remarked:
IIAmerica's pursuit of self-understanding has benefited immeasurably from the reflections of foreign
visitors."
Finally, and very briefly, how did these
two books affect Dickens' status in America? R.
H. Dana remarked about them in l843 that their
publication would be as disastrous for Dickens'
reputation in America as Napoleon's ill-fated expedition to capture Moscow. Dana's prediction
eventually proved to be an erroneous one. Americans continued to read Dickens' novels despite
Martin Chuzzlewit, and when he returned here in
1867, 25 years later, to go on a reading tour,
the tour was indisputably a triumph. America
was 25 years older, recently recovering from
the wounds of a civil war, and in spirit much
less prickly and insecure than had been the
young Republic of 1842. The visitor, too, was
25 years older and no longer the young idealist
looking for golden pavements and prepared now
to accept cement ones.
This second visit, (if I may pursue
my earlier image of a broken marriage) resembles
a late reunion of two partners in a once-bitter
divorce case, partners prepared now to let byegones be bye-ganes, and who have mutually agreed
to avoid controversies and to appreciate each
other's qualities. Significantly, though, no
books by Dickens emerged from his second visit.
For one thing he was in a state of desperate
ill-health (he died two years later), but more
especially, the dramatic conflicts, which
characterized the earlier visit, were no longer
at issue.
When I speak of the drama of the earlier
visit, what I mean is that those letters of his
of 1842 show that if Dickens had stayed in America
only five weeks instead of five months, his picture

